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as important as it is for California's other branches of government. 
Something is needed to address the anomaly created by the electorate's 
significant legislative powers. Yet the existing California separation of 
powers analysis only considers adjusting the powers of the elected 
legislature, the executive, and the judiciary. 

To fill these doctrinal gaps, this Article makes three proposals.5 

First, the electorate should be viewed as a legislative branch of the state 
government when using its legislative powers. Second, when it acts in its 
legislative capacity the electorate should be included in the core powers 
analysis, to resolve challenges to electorate legislative acts that may impair 
the powers of another branch.(' And third, the task of restraining the 
electorate when necessary rests with the judiciary.7 This approach 
reconciles existing state constitutional doctrine with the electorate's role 
and harmonizes separation of powers jurisprudence with the electorate's 
direct democracy tools." An approach like this is necessary to maintain 
the balance of power in California government, because self-imposed 
sovereignty limitations are only as effective as the judicial review process 
makes them; in other words, giving effect to the voters' will requires 
enforcing the limits the people place on the exercise of that will. 

In Part I, we discuss why popular sovereignty is a cause for concern. 
In Part II, we explain how current doctrine is inadequate to address this 
concern. In Part III, we define the electorate as a legislative branch. And 
in Part IV, we suggest that courts apply the core powers analysis to 
challenges to electorate legislative acts. 

5. We think Lhal a docl.rinal solution like the one we propose is more plausible than a constitutional 
change. so we do not analy,.c an implausible constitutional amendment (or revision) solution. 

6. On the California core powers analysis g,.,nerally, see David A. Carrillo & Danny Y. Chou, 
Califilmia Constitutional Law: Separation of l'owers. 45 U.S.F. L. Rmi. 655 (2011 ) . 

7- One commentator has arg.ued that there should be a leg.islalive check on the initiative power. 
See Owe n Tipps. Comme nt. Separation of Powers and the Cali{umia Initiative, 31'i ( rtJ LDL 1' GArn lJ. L. 
Rm·. r85, 212-q (20o6). This suggestion is made, more or less, in passing; the. author docs not detail 
the source and scope of such power. Id. 

8. We shoukl define some terms before proceeding. In this Article, the terms "popular sovereignty" 
and ''direct democracy" are not used synonymously. Popular sovereignty is best used lo describe the 
foundational principle of California government, where the people have reserved political power to 
themselves and delegate d some. powers to the branches or stale government. Direct democracy de.scribes 
either lhe g.eneral concep t of a government directly conlrolled by the people, or refers to the 
institutional tools used hy the people to effect that control. Similarly. here the "people" and the 
"c.lc.Cloratc"' have distinct meanings. The clc.ctoratc (slate citi,.c.ns who can vote) has direct democracy 
powers when acting alone. while the "people .. (the e le ctorate and the legislature acting together) as a 
political actor has the greatest powers or re.vising. the. stale charter an d convening a convention . CM .. 
Co:-,s1. arl. II,§ L ("All political power is inherent in the people."); C."'-L. Gov'1 Com;§ rno(a) (West 
2016) ("The sovereignty of the state resides in the people thereof ...... ). "The people, as a political 
body, consist or: (a) [cliti,.cns who arc electors land I (b) lclitizens who arc not electors." Id. ~ 240. As a 
result, there is a practical distinction between the people and the electorate, because part o[ the people 
cannot vote. The "electorate'' is "[t lhc body or citi,.cns who have the right to vote ." c:lectorate, 
BLACK'S LAW D1cnn:-,A1tY (rnth ed. 2014). Hee.tors are distinguished from non-elector citizens by the 
ability to hold office and vote . c. .. r.. {fov' r Com:~ 274. 
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provides no guidance on the distinction between an amendment and a 
revision. Consequently, judicial decisions applying the quantitative
qualitative analysis are the primary source for defining the limits of what 
the electorate can accomplish by initiative.3

' 

The California Supreme Court has explained that "the revision 
provision is based on the principle that 'comprehensive changes' to the 
Constitution require more formality, discussion and deliberation than_ is 
available through the initiative process."12 Most importantly, a revision 
requires participation by the legislature.33 An initiative amendment that 
works too many changes will violate the quantitative element. But an 
initiative measure "need not involve widespread deletions, additions. and 
amendments affecting a host of constitutional provisions" to constitute a 
qualitative revision_: "even_ a relatively simple en_actment may accomplish 
such far reaching changes in the nature of our basic governmental plan as 
to amount to a revision also."·14 

The quan_titative---q_ualitative analysis has several problems. It lacks a 
reasoned methodology for line drawing. Given the difficulty of defining 
"too many" or "too significant" when distinguishing between revisions 
and amendmen_ts, the process is necessarily subjective and has the 
potential to generate arbitrary or inconsistent res.ults..15 The quantitative 
element is particularly susceptible to this effect, generating seemingly 
contradictory results.30 We con_sidered and rejected the possibility of 
working with the quantitative approach to solve separation of powers 
problems. It would be futile, given the inherent vagueness of significance 
as a standard and the unpredictability of how many changes may in the 
future be deemed too many. 

1•· See Cain ct al .. supra note 26, at 279. 
32. Legislature v. Eu. 816 P.2d L309, L316 (Cal. L991) (quoLingRaven v. Deukmejian, 801 P.2d WTJ, 

1085--87 (Cal. 1990)): see Strauss. 207 l'.3d at 97 (citing Eu. 81h l'.2d at 1319). 
Tl· CM .. CoNsr. an. XYlll. § r. 
34. F.u, 816 P.2d a l L316 (yuol.ing Amador Valley Joint Union Hiyi Sch. DisL v. Slate Bd. o[ 

Equalizatio11,583 l'.2d 12.81, 12.86(Cal. 1,,78)). 

35. There is an argument that defects in the quantitative approach can be remedied by app!yini the 
"single subject rule." Hut the single subject rule is largely ineffective. Although "there is good reason to 
construe the I single subject! rule more stringently in the case or I initiatives I, where the opportunities ror 
amendment and compromise do nol e.xisl," the single subject rule "has proved lo be a loolh!ess tiger" for 
initiatives . .JosE !'II R. G1wD1'< LT AL, Tm: CALIFOR'<IA STATE Cm,snrunoN 116-17 (G. Alan Tarr ed., 2d 
ed. 2016). The bigger problem is the fact that a quantitative challenge can be avoided under the 
present analysis hy placing severa l propositions on the ba llot to achieve what could not he done in a 
single initiative.. Indeed, there is an argument that the c.lc.ctoratc. already has cumulatively re vised the. 
stale constitution. Jonathan ZasJoff, Taking Polilics Serirmsly: A Theory of Ca/ijimiia·.~ Separation of 
Powers, 51 lJCLA L. Rr.v. rn79, 1121-22 (2004) (arguing that through the initiative process the 
electorate has "transformed .. . the basic structure" or state government). 

36. Compare McFadden v. Jordan, L96 P.2d 787, 78()-97. 799-800 (Cal. L948) (invalidating measure 
adding 2r,ornJ words to constitution and affecting l"il"tccn ol its twen ty-live articles). with Amador Valley 
Joint Union High Sch. Dis/., 583 P.2d al n86 (rejecting claim lhal changes lo eighl art.ides and lhirly
scven sections was a quantitative violation). 
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But the people's powers of alteration and reform, and the electorate's 
direct democracy powers, are not coextensive. The California electorate 
has several direct democracy tools. The initiative permits the electorate 
to place statutes and constitutional amendments on the ballot by petition 
and to enact such proposals into law by majority vote. 45 This power is 
held by the statewide electorate, and it cannot be exercised by a local 
community ( such as a county or city) to enact statewide legislation. 46 

Only the electorate may amend the state constitution, and only through 
the initiative process; revisions require the legislature's participation, 
either through submitting a proposed revision to the electorate directly 
or by convening a constitutional convention.47 The referendum is the 
electorate's power to approve or reject statutes passed by the legislature. 48 

The recall is the electorate's power to remove an elected official from 
office. 49 AU three direct democracy tools were placed on the ballot by the 
state legislature as senate constitutional amendments ("SCA 22" and 
"SCA 23") and were enacted in a special election on October ro, r9rr, as 
Proposition. 7 (initiative and referendum) and Proposition 8 (recall).50 

45. The initiative power is defined hy article 2, section 8(a) of the California Constitution: "The 
iniliative is the power or the. electors to propose statutes and amendments to the Constitution and to 
adopt or reject them.'' CAL. CONS-I. arl. II, ~ 8(a); see also TKAcY M. GOKL>ON, Ttt.1, Loc.'I.L buJATJVE JN 
CAJ.ll·OR r<IA 1 (2004): Mou.um. supra note 12. at 178. Initially, California had hoth a direct citizens· 
initiative and an indirect legislative initiative, but in L965, lhe Conslilu lion Revision Commission 
recommended that the indirect initiative process he eliminated due to disuse. and in 1y66 the electorate 
abolished the indirect process, in part due lo its lengthy pre-election circulation pctiod. Kr:vrK Snm.r.rv. 
AHistOKY OF CAUFOKNIA lNJJJ.,\JJV.l!S 3 (2002); B.'\J.lJASSAJU! & KAlZ, supra nolet), al LO. 

46. City or Malibu v. Cal. Coastal Comm'n. r8 Cal. Rptr. 1d 40, 4S (Oil. Ct. App. 2004) ("Good 
governance cannot permit local voters lo override a stale decision with a local referendum .... [W]hdher 
legisla tive or administrative, lo permit local voters lo overturn slate enactments would upend our 
governmental strudure and in vile chaos." (citations omilled) ); see also Jahr v. Casebeer, 83 Cal. RplL 2d 
IT'- 171'>-78 (Cal. Ct. App. 1999) (discussing state preempt ion and limits on loca l referenda). Local 
governments may provide for local initiatives. The Separation of Powers Clause in the Calirornia 
Constitution is inapplicable lo government below the stale level. Slrumsky v. San Diego Cly. Emps. Rel. 
Ass'n, 52'1 l'.2d 29, 34 (Cal. 1974). 

47- C.'\L. CONST. arl. xvm. §§ L-3; Cain el al.,supra nole 26, al 279. 
48. The referendum power is defined by article 2. section 9(a): 'The referendum is the power of 

the. electors LO approve or reject statutes or pans or s tatutes exec.pl urgc.nc.y statutes. s tatutes calling 
elections, and sla l ules providing. Lor lax levies or appropriations for usual current expenses of the 
State." C,1,1. CoNsT. art. II, & 9(a); see also Ci11R1)0 -.J, supra note 45, at 1; Mcm1.11:R, supra note 12, at 
r77. On the distinclion between the initiative and referendum powers, sec Vandcrmosl v. Dowen , 
2&) l'.3d 440.449 11.1 (Cal. 2012). 

49. The re.call power is dcl"incd by article. 2, sect.ion q: "Recall is the. power of the electors lo remove 
an elective officer." CAL. Co'JST. arl. II, § L3; see also GrHrnor,;, supra nole 45, al L The electorate 
attempted to recall sitting governors thirty-two times between 1911 and 2003, hut the reca ll of 
Covernor Gray Davis was the first successrul auempt in the stale. and only the second lime that the 
governor o[ any stale had ever been recalled. B.'I.LDASSAKE & KATZ, s11pra nole 9, al L L The first ever 
successful reca ll of a st.ale governor was North Dakota (3ovcrnor Lynn Frazier in r92r. Id. 

50. B.'\LVASSAKE & KA1z, s11pra nole 9, al 9. In Ll)ll, article L8, section L remained in ils original 
form from the 1879 constitution. which provided in part: 
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B. DtSTINGUISHTNG BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND THE ELECTORATE 

AS PounCAL AcmRs 

The State of California, while being an inseparable part of the United 
States," still remains a sovereign state.'' Sovereignty is the supreme 
political power that governs the society that constitutes the state.51 Within 
this state, sovereignty resides in the people.54 

The text of the state constitution distinguishes between two kinds of 
popular sovereignty powers: between the greater political powE!r of the 
people and the legislative powers of the electorate as a branch." Under 
article 2 section r, only "the people" (not the electorate) are sovereign 
and may revise the state government. The people's power is their ability 
to collectively create or reform a government, which article 2 section T 

calls the "political power."56 

The existing constitutional structure provides two avenues for the 
people to exercise their power: calling a convention, and enacting a 
revision. Both require the electorate and the legislature to act together. 57 

This political power was used in the 1-849 and 1-879 constitutional 

Any amendment or amendments Lo lhis Conslilulion may be propose<l in the Senate or 
Assembly, and if two-thirds or all the members elected to each or the two Houses shall vote in 
favor lhereof ... iL shall be the duty of lhe Legislature Lo submit such proposed amendment or 
amc.ndmenls to the people . .. . H the people shall approve and ratify such amendment or 
amendments. by a majority of the qualified electors voling. lhere<.m, such amendment or 
amendments shall become a parl of lhis O.mstitulion. 

CAL. CoNsr. art. XVIJJ, § 1 ( 1871-J). 
5r. C,,r.. CONST. an. Ill,~ r. 
52. See, e.g .. Greg.my v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 457 (L991) (observing. that it is incontestable lhal 

the Constitution cstahlishcd a system of "dual sovereignty' '); Manin v. Hunter's Lessee, f4 U.S. :,04, 
325 (L816) ("[I]l is perfectly clear that the sovereign powers vesled in lhe stale governments, by thcir 
respective constitutions. remained unaltered and unimpaired, except so far as they were granted 10 the 
government o[ the United Stales.·'); Moore. v. Smaw, L7 Cal. L99, 2 L8 ( L861); People v. Coleman, 
4 Cal. 4ti. 49 ( 1854) ("[ E[ach State is supreme within its own sphere. as an independent sovereignty.'"): 
see afro Tnv FvnFR/IT.TST No. 19, at r97 (James Madison) (Ian Shapiro ed .. r992) (noling that although 
lhe stales surrendered many of their powers lo the federal government, they retained ''a residuary and 
inviolahle sovereignty"). 

53. Gilmer v. Lime Point, ~8 Cal. 229. 250 (L861): Moore, L7 Cal. al 218. 
54. CA1.. CoNsr. art. II.§ 1 ("All political power is inherent in the people.'"): CA1.. Gov·r CoDE 

~ roo(a) (West 2tJT6) ("The sovereignty or the stale resides in the people thereof .... "). "The people, 
as a political body, consist of: (a) [c)itizcns who are electors [and) (b) [c]ilizens who are nol electors." 
Id. & 24-0. Electors arc distinguished from non-elector citizens only by the ability to hold office and 
vole. Id. ~ 274. As a result. there is a practical distinction between the people and the elect.orate. 
hccause part of the people cannot vote. The "electorate'" is "[t]he body of citizens who have the right 
to vote.'' c:lectorate, BL,cK's Li\W' Drcno'<ilRV (nnh ed. 2or4). nut the more important. distinction, ror 
our presenl purpose, lies in the degree of power necessary lo perform a politica l act. 

55. For further discussion of the degrees of the electorate's powers. sec Karl Manheim & Edward I'. 
Howard, A Structural l11eorr ofrhe Initiative l'ower in CalifDrnia, v Lov. L.A. L. Rvv. rr65, n9r--¢ (r<J98). 

56. CI Smith. supra nole ~9. al 539 (discussing Bruc<c Ackerman's theory of '"higher lawmaking' 
tha t pertains exclusively 10 constitutional rounding and major transrormations in the cxisling 
constiLulional structure .... "). 

57- See sources cited infra at note tio and accompanying text. 
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are expressly within the power of the electorate (state citizens who can 
vote) acting alone.('4 This is the electorate's. power. 

The concept of discrete levels of popular power is supported by 
.iudicial decisions discussing the powers in those terms. The California 
Supreme Court has. observed that "the entirn sovereignty of the people is 
represented in the convention.""' The people's organic power of 
formation or reformation lies in the convention or revision act: "[f]he 
en.tire sovereignty of the people is represented in the convention. The 
character and extent of a constitution that may be framed by that body is 
freed from any limitations other than those contained in the constitution 
of the United States."c'6 The electorate cannot call a convention on its 
own power. To do that, the whole of the state's legislative power is 
required: Article r8 section 2 provides that a convention to revise the 
state constitution may only be called after a two-thirds vote of the state 
legislature and after the delegates for the convention are selected from 
the electorate.67 There are two consequences that flow from the textual 
distinction between the people's and the electorate's powers.. The people 
(the electorate and the legislature) can exercise political power in a 
convention or by revising the constitution, or exercise only legislative 
powers. when acting alone as. the electorate. 

In contrast, the initiative is a subset of the whole legislative power, 
which is itself a subset of the whole political power.68 In addition to 
prescribing procedures for its us.e/') the state constitution places 
significant substantive limits on the exercise of the initiative power,7" 
provisions that would hardly be effective if the people used their full 
political power in the initiative process. Instead, the initiative better 
resembles one of the constituent elements of the whole political 

64. C.'\L. CONS!. arl. II, § 8(a) ("The initiative is the power of the electors .... "); id. § 9(a) ("The 
referendum is the power of the electors .... "'). See supra text at notes 45 and 54. 

65. Livermore v. Waite . 36 P. 424, 426 (Cal. r894). 
66. Id. The California Supreme Court has rdurned lo Uvermore's foundational statement on 

several occasions. See Strauss, 207 P.3d at 132: Legislature v. Eu, 816 P.2d 131KJ, 1338 (Cal. 1991); 
M.cFadden v. Jordan, L<)(i P.2d 787, 789 (Cal. L948). For an arg.umenl that Lhis statement is die.ta 
(because Livermore was decided hefore the I lJ I I direct-democracy amendments), sec Joseph R. 
C.rodin, l'opular Sovereignty and Its Limits: Lessons for a Constitutional Convention in California, 
44LoY. L.A. L. REV. 623, 634 (2011). 

67- CAI.. Cor<sT. art. XVIII,§~ 1-3; Strauss v. Horton, 207 l'.3d 48, 79 (Cal. 2009). 
68. C,r.. Cor-sT. an. IV, § r ("The legislative power or this State is vested in the California 

Legislature which consists of the Senate and Assembly. hut the people reserve to themselves the powers 
or initiative and referendum.''). 

69. Id. ar l. II, §§ 8, LO. 

70. Id. ~ 12 ("No amendment to the Constitution, and no statute proposed to the electors by the 
Legislature or by initiative, that names any individual to hold any office, or names or identifies any private 
corporation Lo perform any fundion or lo have any power or duly, may be submilled lo the electors or 
have any elleet.''); see also Strauss, 207 P.3d a t ro9 ("During the nearly rno years since adoption or the 
slalewide initiative process in California, a number of constitutional amendments have: been adopted that 
impose some restrictions on the initiative process in this state .... " (internal citation omitted)). 
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Just as a state constitution generally is a restriction on the powers of a 
legislature,'7 so too the California Constitution is a restriction on the 
legislative powers of the electorate."8 After a constitutional convention and 
adoption, going forward the electorate's powers are limited by the people's 
formative action: "Even under the most liberal interpretation ... the 
reserved powers of initiative and referendum do not encompass all 
possible actions of a legislative body."&> When the legislature was created 
by the 1-849 constitutional convention, the people conveyed to it the full 
breadth of their sovereign legislative powers, and in adopting the 
initiative power in r9n they restored to themselves only a shared piece 
of that power.9

" This in tum req_uires the judiciary to follow the people's 
expressed original intention that limits be placed on the electorate's 
powers going forward, because the judiciary's duty in upholding the state 
constitution is to effectuate the intent of the drafters.9

' 

87. To that c.nd. the California Supreme. Court has explained lhat: 

ITlhe Constitution of this State is not to he considered as a grant of power, hut rather as a 
r~lrielion upon the powers of lhe Legislature; and that il is compelenl for the Legislature lo 
exercise all powers not fnrhidden hy the Constitution of the State, or delegated to the General 
Gnvernment, or prohibited hy the Constitution of the United States. 

People v. Coleman. 4 Cal. 46. 49 (r854); see Methodist Hosp. ol Sacramento v. Saylor. 488 P.2d r6r, r64 
(Cal. 1971) (''Unlike the federal Conslilulion, which is a grant of power lo Congr~s. the California 
Const itution is a limitation or restriction on the powers of the Legislature."). 

88. The dectorale acts as a legislative enlit y when il acts through its initialive power. Prof'! Eng'rs in 
Cal. G1w't v. Kempton, 15:5 P.3d 221i, 244 (Cal. 21io7). There arc only two express constitutional 
limitalions on the electorate's power: Article 2. section 8(d) bars an initialive on more than one subject, 
and arlicle 2, section 12 bars an initiative lhal names any individual lo any office or names any 
corporation to any power or duty. C/11 .. CoNsr. arl. 11, s~ 8(d). f2. The courls have. also recognized 
several important implied limitations. Although article 18, section 3 of the stale constitution expressly 
declares that it can be amended by initiative, the initiative cannot be used to revise the conslitution. 
The initiative power cannol be used lo order the, legislature lo adopl a resolulion because of lhe 
implicit limitation in article 2. section 8(a) restricting it to the adoption of statutes a nd constitutional 
amendments . See Am. Fed'n or Labor v. Eu. 686 P.2d 6c19. 62J (Cal. r984). lt cannot be used to 
regulale the legislature's inlernal operations, because Lliat conflicls with lhe e.,press grant of power in 
article 4, section 7(a) to the legislature to regulate its internal operations. l'eoplc·s Advocate, Inc. v. 
Supe,r. CL, 22.6 Cal. Rplr. 640, 643-46 (Cal. Ct. App. ~9<%). And because article 21 expressly direcls the 
legislature to reapportion legislative districts. the initiative impliedly cannot he used to achieve a second 
re.districting in the same decade. Legislature v. Deukmc.jian. 669 P.2d r7, 27(Cal. r<;81). 

89. / Im. Fed"n oj" /,a/Jor, 686 P.2d at 623. 
90. Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Ass'n v. l'adilla.16:, l'.3d 62.8, 64fr (Cal. 20 16). 
9r. Strauss v. Horton , 207 P.1d 48, 62--{iJ (Cal. 2cK19) (observing courts' tradilional responsibility to 

faithfully enforce all of the provisions of the California Const itution). Ordinary rules of construction and 
interpretation applicable to s tatutes arc equally applicable in interpreting constitutional provisions. 
Winchester v. Mibury, 55 P. 393, 394--95 (Cal. 189<'l). ''Whe,n interpreting a provision o[ our stale 
Constitution, our aim is 'to determine and effectuate the intent of those who enacted the constitutional 
provision at issue."' nighorn-Desen View Water Agency v. Verjil, q8 P.1d 220, 22J-24 (Cal. 2006) 
(internal cilation omitted). True, the people (the declorate acting with the legislature) laler changed 
the state govcrnmenl by enacting lhe direct democracy reforms and creating the electorate as a 
polilical actor. But those new things are slill subject lo the original limilalions, and to the limits 
contained within the direct democracy tools themselves. 
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principles can be applied to the electorate, and how that approach is 
superior to the existing analysis. 

D. APPLYING SEPARATION OF POWERS ANALYSIS TO THE ELECTORATE 

1. Primer on Separation of Powers Principles 

Basic separation of powers principles are enshrined in article III, 
section 3 of the state constitution, which provides that "[t]he powers of 
state government are legislative, executive, and judicial. Persons charged 
with the exercise of one power may not exercise either of the others 
except as permitted by this Constitution."')" The "primary purpose of the 
separation-of-powers doctrine is to prevent the combination in the hands. 
of a single person or group of the basic or fundamental powers of 
government. "'n 

California's separation of powers doctrine (called the core powers 
analysis) "recognizes that the three branches of government are 
interdependent, and it permits actions of one branch that may 
'significantly affect those of another branch."'9~ "[A]lthough the state 
constitution ostensibly requires a system of three largely separate 
powers, the state separation of powers doctrine does not create an 
absolute or rigid division of functions; instead the California view 
assumes that there will be some mutual oversight and influence between 
the branches. " ')9 The separation of powers doctrine does not "prohibit 
one branch from taking action properly within its sphere that has. the 
incidental effect of duplicating a function or procedure delegated to 
another branch.""" 

Despite the intended interaction of the branches, "the state 
constitution vests each branch with certain core powers that cannot be 
usurped by another branch.""" Conseq_uently, a branch "may not use its 
powers to 'defeat or materially impair' the exercise of its fellow 
branches' constitutional functions, nor 'intrude upon a core zone' of 

96. C,,r.. CONST. an. III,~ 3, 
97- Carmel Valley Fire l'rotection Uist. v. State, 20 l'.3d 533. 538 (Cal. 2001) (internal citation 

omitted) (alterations omi11cd). 
98. Id. The slate's separation o[ powers doctrine differs from ils Lederal analogue. See Carrillo & 

Chou, supra note ti, at tifr5-73 (discussing the differences between the separation of powers doctrines 
embodied in lhc California and rcdcral Constiwtions); Marine Forcsls Soc'y v. Cal . Coastal Comm'n , 
u.3 P.3d 1062. Hq6-78 (Cal. 2005). 

99. Carrillo & Chou, supra note 6, a1678-79. 
mo. Younger v. Super. CL, 577P.2d wq, rn24 (Cal. L978). 
IOI. Carrillo & Chou,s11pm note ti, at 679. 
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electorate's power is at its lowest ebb, and it may properly be viewed as a 
branch of government subject to separation of powers analysis."" 

A core powers analysis will resolve difficult future cases that the 
quantitative-qualitative approach cannot address, or at least it will be a 
better means of deciding those cases. Returning to the previous examples, 
an initiative amendment that abolished a branch of government is a clear 
change to the frame of government for which the quantitative-qualitative 
approach provides an easy answer."' But suppose again that arr initiative 
amendment reduced the judiciary budget to one dollar per year. Under 
the quantitative-qualitative approach, no change has been made to the 
frame of goverrrment, and as. previously discussed, a court with only that 
analysis at hand would be forced to take a "practical" view of the 
enactment, invalidating it based on the expected effects rather than the 
initiative's plain terms.. 

Using the core powers approach permits a more honest assessment 
of the problem: Effectively defunding the state judiciary would 
materially impair the core judicial power of defining what a court is. The 
judiciary has the power to define the minimum level of functionality the 
courts must have to fulfill their constitutional duties."" As the California 
Supreme Court has. observed, the judiciary has. "the power to remove all 
obstructions to its successful and convenient operation" as "one of the 
three independent departments set up by the Constitution.""" That said, 

L26. C/ Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer. 72 S. Ct. 863, 870--71 (L952) (e.xplaining. lhe 
scope or the President's authority whe n acting under expre ss or implied authorirntion by Congress). 

L27. Again, lh.is problem anti its solution are from / \mador Valley Joint Union High School Districl v. 
Srate Hoard of t:"quali::arion. 583 P.2d n.81 , n.86 (Cal. r978) ("[ A ]n enactment which purported to vest all 
judicial power in lhe Legislatur<: would amount Lo a revision w.ithoul regard eilher Lo the fong.lh or 
complexity of the measure or the numhcr of existing art icles or sections affected hy such change.""). 

n.8. In Lorraine v. McComb. the Calirornia Supreme Court explained: 

One or the powers which has always been recogni,.ed as inherent in eouns. which arc 
proleclt!d in their e.xislence, lbeir powers, and juristliclion by conslilulional prov.is.ions, has been 
the right to control its order or business, and to so conduct the same that the rights or all suitors 
bclore them may be safuguarded. Th.is power has been recognized as judicial in its nalur<:, and as 
being a necessary appendage lo a rnurl organized to enforce rig.his and redress wrongs. 

32 P.2d 96o. 9fn (Cal. 1934) (i nternal citation omitted). 
n.9. Millholcn v. Riley, 291 P. 69, 7r (Cal. r930); see afrn Super. Ct. v. Cly. or Mendocino. 

913 P.2tl w46, rn54 (Cal. L996) ("[T)o say thal a court has 'inheren t power' with respect lo a particular 
subject matter or function ... appears to mean simply that the court, by virtue of its status as one of the 
three constitutionally designated branches or government, has the power to act even in the absence or 
explicit constitutional or legislative authorization."): Brydonjack v. State Bar, 281 I'. m18. 1020 
(011. r929) ("Our courts arc set up by the ConstiLUtion without any spedal limitations: hence the couns 
have anti should maintain vigorously all the inht:renl and implied powers necessary lo properly and 
effectively function as a separate department in the scheme of our state government."). The California 
Supreme Court has orten rccogni,.cd the inheren t powers or the courts. See Obrien v. Jones, 999 P. 2d 95, 
L02 (Cal. 20(KJ) (reasoning lhal lhe absence o[a slalutory provision expressly eonforring specific authority 
on the court docs not preclude it lrom exercising such authority under its inherent powers): Walker v. 
Supt:r. CL, 807 P.2d 418, 423-24 (Cal. L991) (citing Hays v. Super. Ct., rn5 P.2tl 975, 978 (Cal. L940); 
Bauguess v. Paine. 586 l'.2d 942, 947 ( 1978)) (observing that courts have inherent power to insure the 
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a constitutional convention could create or eliminate courts and define 
their jurisdiction; the legislature has the power to enact sentencing laws 
that courts are bound to follow/'" and the legislature and governor enact 
the state budget, which includes funding for the judiciary.' ' ' But the 
legislature may "aid the courts and may even regulate their operation" 
only "so long as their efficiency is not thereby impaired."13

~ 

Just as the legislature could not constitutionally legislate the 
judiciary out of existence, a court would be well within its powers to hold 
that an action reducing the judicial branch budget to one dollar was an 
invalid exercise of legislative power because it would undermine the 
authority and independence of the judicial branch. ' 11 This would be so 
whether the action were a legislatively enacted budget or an initiative 
measure. Undermining judicial authority and independence to that degree 
would exceed either the legislature's or the electorate's power.'14 And is 
there any doubt that an initiative constitutional amendment that so 
undermined the state judiciary would be invalidated? Hardly. As noted 

orderly administration or justice). Although some. judicial powers arc. statutory. it is well-established that 
Lhe courts' inherent powers are derived from the s tate conslilulion, and are neither confined by nor 
dependent on staunc. id. at 423 (citing C,1 . Co r;-sr. an. VI , § r ; Ha11guess, 586 P.2d al 947). 

L30. People v. Super. CL (Rome.ro), 917 P.2d 62.8. 638, 640 (Cal. L9(J(\). 
131. Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. v. State. 20 P.3d 533. 539 (Cal. 2001). Courts arc 

prohibi ted "l"rom directly ordering the Legislature lo e nact a spcc.il"ic appropriation.'' Mandel v. Myers, 
629 P.2d 935, 940 (Cal. H)81). Just as the courts cannot compel a legislative appropriation, so loo a 
court generally cannot enjoin legislative inaction: 

It is within the legitimate power of the _judiciary, to declare the action of the Legislature 
uncons1itu1.ional , where that action exceeds the limits or the supreme law; but the Courts have no 
means, and no power, to avoid the effects of non-action. The Legislature being the creative 
ciemenl in the syslen1, ils action cannot be quickened by the other departments. Therefore, when 
the Legislature fails to make an appropriation, we cannot remedy that evil. It is a discretion 
specially confided hy the Constitution to the body possessing the power of taxation. 

Myers v. English, 9 Cal. 341, 349 (1858). 

q 2. tt'alker, 807 P.2d al 423 (citing Milllwlen , 29', P. at 74; Hrydonjack, 281 P. at ro20 ("The sum 
Lola! of lhis matter is that lhe Legislature may pul reasonable rest.rid.ions upon eonslitulional [unctions 
of the courts provided they do not defeat or materially impair the exercise of those functions."). 

q 3. Le Francois v. Goel, n2 P.1d 6',6, 642 (Cal. 2005) ("The Legislature may regulate the. co urts· 
inherent power lo resolve specific controversies belween parties, but il may nol defeat or materially 
impair the courts' exercise or that power.''): Carmel Valley fire l'rotecrion Dist. , 20 P.Jd at 518 (citing 
Kaster v. Lockyer, 2 P.3d 581, 594 (2000)) (noting precedent for invalidating legislative measures Lhal 
would defeat or materially impair courts' inherent power). 

q 4. Consider this sLate menL ol the core powers analysis, buL read "legislaLive'' as applying to the 
cleci.orale: 

The triune powers or the st ale, as shown by the three departments, arc thoroughly 
independent in certain of their essential functions , and at the same time mutually dcdcndent lsicl 
in others. This truth olkn gives rise to o,xasions where the. line ol separation is not clear and 
distinct. Accordingly, repeated instances arc to be found where the judicial department has 
submitte d Lo Lhc regul aLory JX)wer ol thc legislative department. This is particularly true in mauc.rs 
of procedure. But there must come a point beyond which the judicial departmenl must be allowed 
lo opera le unhampered by legislative restriction. 

Lorraine v. McCo mb, 32 l'.2d 9 f><i, 9ti1 (Cal. 1934) (emphasis added) (internal citations omitted). 
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"essential," its serious impairment or wholesale destruction must also be 
"inevitable."'4'' This rule arose from conflicts between a state or local 
initiative and a revenue statute or ordinance, on policy grounds: 

One of the reasons, if not the chief reason, why the Constitution excepts 
from the referendum power acts o[ the Legislature providing for Lax levies 
or appropriations for the usual currcnt expenses o[ the state is to prevent 
disruption of its operations by interference with the administration. ot its 
fiscal powers and policies.'+' 

But the impermissible impairment principle has not been limited to that 
context.'4

' In general, this principle has been held to require a greater 
showing of impairment than the core powers analysis. This may be due to 
the deference shown to the initiative,143 and that unique factor may 
compel a tie-goes-to-the-runner preference that favors the electorate as 
against the legislature.'44 For example, the initiative power has been 
upheld against a claim that it "greatly impairs the legislature's essential 
function of balancing the budget," because the challenged initiative did 
"not either destroy or severely limit the power of the state Legislature ta 
tax or to balance the budget. "145 

140. Santa Clara Cty. Loca l Transp. Auth. v. Guardino 902 P.2d 225, 24Ji (Cal. 1995). 

qT. Geiger v. nd. or Supervisors ol nune Cly .. VJ P.2d 545, 549 (Cal. T957) ("Ir essential 
governmental functions would be seriously impaired by thtc referendum process, the courts, in construing 
the applicable constitutional and statutory provisions, will assume that no such result was intended."). 
The rderenuum power does not extend lo "statutes providing for tax levies or appropriations for usual 
current expenses of the State." CAL. Co!<sr. art. JI,~ 9(a). 

q2. See. e.g. , Brosnahan v. nrown , 651 P.2d 274. 287---,S8 (Cal. r982) (analy,.ing the effect or t.he 
impermissible impairmenl principle on Proposition 8, ''The Victims' Bill of Rights"). 

q3. The power reserved to the people by t.he initiat.ive and referendum mus t. be liberally const.rued 
and in case of uoubl the uispule musl be resolved in favor of the exercise of those rights. Amador Valley 
Joint. Union High Sch. Dist. v. Stale Bd. or Equalization, 58J P.2d r2.81, n81---,S4 (Ca l. T978): Associated 
Home Builders v. City of Livermore, 557 P.2u 473, 4TT (Cal. Ll)76). 

144. Rossi v. Brown. 889 l'.2d 557, 572-(Ca l. 1995) (questioning the existence of a policy for resolving 
doubt.s about the scope or the initiative power t.o avoid interlerencc wit.h the legislative body's 
responsibility for fiscal management). Rut .~ee Cinty. Health Ass'n v. Bu. of Supervisors, L94 Cal. Rplr. 
557, 56o (Cal. Ct. App. 1983) ( holding that initiative cannot be used to limit the taxing power); City of 

Atascadero v. Daly, L85 Cal. Rptr. 221.~, 230 (Cal. Ct. App. Ll)82) (invalidating initiative requiring voter 
approval of taxes as "an unlawful attempt to impair essential governmental functions through 
interference with the administration or the City's riscal powers.''): Campen v. Greiner. 93 Cal. Rplr. 525, 
529 (Cal. Cl. App. Ll)71) (invalidating initiative to repeal a city utility lax and prospectively prohibit such 
taxes without voter approval based on impairment of government power tn tax): Dare v. Lakeport C ity 
Council. 9r Cal. Rptr. T24, n7(Cal. Ct. App. T97u) (holding that because sewer district maintenance is a 
vital governmental function, initiative is not availahle to set manner of fixing charges for sewer facilities); 
Hunt v. Mayor & Coundl or Riverside., r91 P.2d 426, 411-32 (0 11. r948) (discussing sales tax ordinance): 
Chase v. Kalber, L53 P. 397, 400 (Cal. Cl. App. 1915) (uiscussingimprovemenl of city streets). 

145. Carlson v. Co ry, 189 Cal. Rptr. 185, 187--88 (Ca l. Ct. App. 1983) (requiring a showing that the 
"inevitable effect wo uld be greatly to impair or wholly destroy the efficacy or some other governmental 
power, lhe practical application of which is essential .... " (alterations omitted)); see Jensen v. Franchise 
Tax nd .. roo Cal. Rpt.T. 3d 408, 419 (Cal. CL App. 2009) (rejecting claim that initiat.ive statute was an 
invalid a llempl lo modify the slate constitution by removing the mtcnlal health s<crvires budget from lhe 
legislature, based on failure tn show that it would "destroy or severely limit" the legislature's power to 
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The similarity in terminology between "material impairment" and 
"impermissible impairment" is not coincidental and it is more than facial 
Both embody the same principle: measuring the degree of impact on a 
power. The courts need such a principle for resolving conflicts between 
the electorate and the other branches, and something like a core powers 
approach is a natural fit. The proposal to include the electorate in a 
separation of powers analysis is neither radical nor entirely novel. And if 
the impermissible impairment principle is practically indistinguishable 
from the core powers model, why not simply call it that? 

The next Subpart demonstrates how the proposed analysis will work 
in practice. 

4. Practical Application of the Proposed Analysis 

We have proposed that the electorate in its legislative capacity 
should be viewed in the state separation of powers scheme as a branch of 
government with significant yet limited legislative powers. Those 
limitations, imposed by the people themselves in the constitutional 
conventions, restrict the electorate's. powers. to only those described in 
the constitution and further limit their exercise of that power by 
prescribing required procedures. By the exercise of their sovereign 
constitution-making power, the people have circumscribed the 
subsequent exercise of their sovereignty as the electorate to specified 
acts, which is no different from the grants to ( and limitations on) the 
powers of the other branches. of state government. If the electorate is 
viewed as a branch of government, and its powers are legislative, then 
the separation of powers and other principles commonly applied to the 
legislative branch should also be applied to the electorate acting in its 
legislative capacity. Indeed, there is no doubt that the core judicial 
review power of the courts applies. to electorate legislative acts. Nor is 
there any difference between the judicial review standards for legislative 
acts and initiative acts, or between the standard of review applied to 
initiative statutes and initiative am.endments.'4" 

formulate a budget): Campen. 93 Cal. Rptr. at 529 (invalidating local initiative that threatened city"s 
abilily LO meet its financial obligalions by limiLing the ciLy council's power lo levy Laxes). 

q6. The same interpretive principles apply lo conslitulional and sla lulory provisions, whether 
added by thcelcelorate or by the legislature : 

'The principles of constitutional interpretation arc similar to those governing statutnry 
conslrnclion. In inlerpreting a rnmlitution"s provisions. our paramount Lask is lo ascertain lhe 
intent of those who enacted it. To determine that intent, we 'look first to the language of tl1c 
conslitutional text.. giving the words their ordinary meaning.' Ir the language is clear, there is no 
need for construclion. H lhe language is ambiguous, however, we consider extrinsic evidence o[ 

lhe enacling body's intenl." 

Similarly, in interpreting a voter initiative ... , we apply the same principles that govern 
statutory construction. 
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What we propose is not a radical new theory; it is entirely consistent 
with the existing analysis., but it is a better view on it. The proof is. in the 
examples, the best being Raven. The analysis in that case focused 
primarily on the revision-amendment distinction. That was an important 
point, but not the decisive one. The revision-amendment analysis. focus.es 
on the textual limits of the electorate's power. But the inflection point in 
Raven was the conflict between the electorate and the judiciary. That is 
necessarily a separation of powers question., and the core powers. analysis. 
should apply. 

Strauss is a contrary but not contradictory example. The court framed 
that case as presenting only a textual question: Does the electorate's power 
extend to redefining or abolishing individual state constitutional rights? 
The court could have framed the issue as: Which actor (the electorate or 
the judiciary) has the power to redefine or abolish constitutional rights? 
But that question was not fairly presented. There was no impact, as in 
Raven, on the judiciary's core power to interpret the law. Instead, Strauss 
concerned only the electorate's core power to amend the state 
constitution.'r~, 

B. JuDJCIAL REVIEW OF ELECTORATE Acrs ls CONSISTENT WITH 

CALIFORNIA'S GOVERNMENTAL PLAN 

This approach may be criticized as undemocratic, as a judicial power 
grab, and as contrary to the original Progressive intent. To the first and 
last points, it is true that the Progressives who implemented the 191 I 

direct democracy reforms argued that the cure for the ills of democracy 
was more democracy.'r" But today that argument rests upon two false 
premises.: First, the government in question was a representative 
republic, not the hybrid democracy California has now; and second, even 
with democracy it is possible to have too much of a good thing.'"' Adding 
more democracy to California now might well cause it to cease to be a 
republican form of government.'r,3 

To the point that this approach will tend to reduce the electorate's 
powers., and s.a it is countermajoritarian and contrary to the principle of 
popular sovereignty, this is true to a certain extent. But that would be 
true of any solution in this area. And that only raises the question of 
whether any judicial limits on the electorate's legislative powers are 
appropriate. Just as individual rights are countermajoritarian, so too is 

160. Specifically, the electorate'~ power to modify or remove individual state constitutional rights 
was established in In re Lance W. See Strauss, 207 P.1d at 92--91 (discussing In re Lance W , 694 P.2d 
744 (Cal. L985)): see also Kaise.r & Carrillo,supra note L35- al 40. 

r6r. Bowler & Glazer, supra note ro5, at 6. 
L62. Id. al 6-7. 
163. Cf Carrillo & Duvernay,s11pru note 3 (di~cus~ing the limits of direct democracy in California). 
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.iudicial review, and both were designed into the state constitution. ''4 The 
judiciary already has claimed the power to enforce the boundary 
between revisions and amendments. Surely it must also be the case that 
the judiciary should enforce the people's limitations on the electorate's 
powers. And it must also be true that the power of judicial review 
extends to initiative constitutional amendments to the same degree as 
other parts of the state constitution. To say otherwise would be to 
preserve for the electorate an ability to override core judicial powers,'65 

which are also created by the state constitution and have been upheld by 
the California Supreme Court against encroachment by the electorate.'"" 

And arguing that this approach encourages undue judicial influence 
on the process of government proves too much. There are many reasons 
to be cautious about calls for a more active bench. But the state judiciary 
is well aware of the obligation imposed on it by the separation of powers 
doctrine to respect the separate constitutional roles of the other 
branches. '"7 Applying the core powers analysis to initiative issues as 
necessary is only a better method for solving a problem that is already in 
the judicial province. Interpreting the state constitution and determining 
the law are core judicial functions. Democracy, and particularly the 
hybrid republican version created by the state constitution, is neither 
purely competitive nor purely majoritarian. Thus, accepting some 
countermajoritarian results is necessary if the state is to retain an 
independent judiciary. 

Finally, improving on the existing analysis to provide a better 
method for maintaining the balance of power in the state government 
responds to a fundamental concern about the role of the judiciary in 
American governance: Is it undemocratic for unelected judges to 
overturn decisions of elected officials? It is not, if judges follow a sound 
principle of judicial review that properly limits the scope of that review. 

164. Sheila J a mes Kuehl. Either Way You Get Sausa11es: One Le11is/aror's View of the Initiative 
l'rocess, 1 r LoY. L.A. L. Rrv. q27, q29-:,o (,998): 

Every time the court finds a constitutional ftaw in an initiative. thme who voted for it complain 
Lhal I.he courl has llnvarled I.he "will of the People." The complaint would be well taken but for 
two things. First, the court i~ required to thwartthe will of the people, the will of the legislature, 
I.he will of Congress, lhe will o[ cily councils, and even I.he will of mosquito abatement boards. ii 
that will runs afoul of the protections found in the state and federal constitutions. Second. the 
coun must consider the actual language or the. initiative and not simply the sound bites with which 
it was sold to the vote.rs. 

Id. al L336. 
165. Refusing to extend the power of judicial review to initiative constitutional amendments tn the 

same degree as other parts ol thc state constitution would also permit an override or the core powers 
of the legislature and the e..xecutive branch. 

r66. See Raven v. Dcukmcjian. 801 P.2d rn77 (Cal. r990). 
L(i7. See, e.g., Bull v. Stale, 842 P.2d L240, n58 (Cal. L992); M,mdd v. Myers, 629 P.2d 935, 940 

(Cal. 1981). 
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That the judiciary must declare the law is well established.'{>R That the 
powers of the state government are to remain separate is a specific 
provision of the state constitution.'r"' To say that it is the judiciary's 
responsibility to maintain the separation of powers is not overstating its 
role. Orr the corrtrary, if the revision-amendment distinction prevents the 
electorate from making structural changes, then the separation of 
powers, as one of the foundational principles of the state government, 
merits close judicial attention. It is beyond dispute that some acts are 
within the discretionary legislative power of the electorate. A coherent 
.iustification is needed for the judiciary to overturn those acts when the 
balance of power irr the state government is at risk. 

The analysis proposed here is one such method. Certainly a method 
is necessary, and this analysis brings the benefits of a well-developed set 
of principles that fairly account for the competing concerns. The 
electorate's power to amend the state constitution must be balanced 
against the legislature's own lawmaking power and the judicial power of 
interpreting the law. That has all the marks of a classic separation of 
powers issue. Rather than viewing the matter from a populist, common 
law, or magisterial perspective, the best approach here is one that 
properly accounts for the competing values and provides a reasoned 
method of balancing them in a given case. 

C. JUDICIAL MANAGEMENT OF THE ELECTORATE ls NECESSARY 

AND PROPER 

Why burden the judiciary with the responsibility for managing 
popular sovereignty? Direct democracy is a tool for maximizing optimal 
government, not an end in itself, and a slavish devotion to the prirrciple 
of popular sovereignty ( or any other principle of republican government) 
risks unacceptable damage to the whole of government for the sake of 
preservirrg the ideological purity of one part.'10 As with any other 
institution of California government, it is possible to have too much 
popular sovereignty.'7' There must be an actor in the state government 
charged with keeping the people's power withirr the bounds set by the 
state constitution. And it must be the judiciary. 

The judiciary is the only actor in the state government with the 
ability, and the mandate, to act as an effective brake on excesses of 

168. McClung v. Emp't Dev. Dcp't, 99 l'-3d rr11:5, 1017 (Cal.2004) (quoting Marhury v. Madison, 
5 U.S. n,7, r77 ( r801)); Lockyer v. City & Ct y. of San Francisco. 95 P.1d 459, 46-, (Cal. 2004). 

L69. C.'\L. C01'SL arl. IIL ~ 3. 
r70. Lr Due, sup ra note 23, at 49. 
L7L Bowler & Glazer, s11pra note rn5, al 7 (''[\Vlith democracy ii may be possible lo have loo 

much of a good thing."). 
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from a constitutional design perspective, because without a structural 
means to ch.eek th.e electorate's powers, th.e entire governmental system 
can become imbalanced. Only the state high court can say whether it 
should reconsider its doctrine in this area. If it does, redefining the core 
powers analysis to include the electorate's legislative powers is a good 
place to start. 
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